Abstract. In this study the authors provide a cross-layer design of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems
Introduction
It is well known that a multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) channel can be transformed into mutually separated eigenchannels, when channel state information (CSI) is known at the transmitter and the receiver [1, 2] . Singular value decomposition (SVD) combined with the adaptive modulation and appropriate power allocation enable significant increase of the average spectral efficiency (ASE), in comparison to single-input-single-output (SISO) systems [3] [4] [5] . However, when all eigenchannels are used the overall error performance of the corresponding system is dominated by the weakest eigenchannel (with the power gain determined with the minimum eigenvalue of the corresponding Wishart matrix) [5] .
The multilevel modulation combined with the increased diversity order results in the increase of the throughput available to the user, while the challenging task remains to chose the diversity technique that provides reasonable complexity [6] . The complexity of MIMO systems can be reduced, at the cost of the decreased ASE, if only the strongest eigenchannel is used for data transfer [7] . This solution, known as beamforming, is efficient even when CSI is not perfectly known at the transmitter and the receiver [8, 9] . The increase of the throughput is possible if only a subset of available eigenchannels is used for the transmission. Performance analysis of a such system, referred to as MIMO multichannel beamforming (MIMO-MB), is possible if statistical properties of ordered eigenvalues of the corresponding Wishart matrix are available [10, 11] .
On the other hand, using the joint optimization of the adaptive modulation at the physical layer and the automatic repeat request (ARQ) at the data link layer, it is possible to maximize the ASE, under predefined delay and packet error performance constraints. Cross-layer combining of adaptive modulation (AM) with truncated selective repeating (SR) ARQ in SISO systems is proposed in [12] , for the case when quality of service (QoS) is determined by the probability of packet loss. Using the same approach, the ASE of spacetime coded MIMO systems with perfect CSI is determined [13] . An iterative algorithm for finding the optimal switching thresholds for attaining maximum spectral efficiency in MIMO systems that combines AM and ARQ is proposed in [14] . Performance of cross-layer design in multiuser MIMO Systems, in the presence of outdated estimates, is presented in [15] . The overview of various cross-layer mechanisms and its applications in wireless networks is given in [16] .
The cross-layer approaches for the transmission through the eigenchannels are analyzed in [17] for the Rayleigh fading environment, but the approximate expressions for the eigenvalue distributions are used to estimate the error rates and throughputs. Exact expressions for the bit error rate (BER) and the ASE for arbitrary constellation sizes are derived in [18] . However, in that paper only the case of two eigenchannels is investigated, but adaptation of the constellation size was not considered.
In this paper we propose link adaptation in MIMO-MB systems for the predefined probability of packet loss. For the proposed method that combines the adaptive modulation, the truncated SR-ARQ and the eigenchannel power allocation, the relevant performance measures are derived. The main contributions of the paper are listed below.
-We extend the analysis given in [12] to the eigenchannels of MIMO-MB systems. Using the exact Probability Density Function (PDF) expressions for the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in an eigenchannel, we derive the expressions for the average packet error rate (PER) and the ASE for this more general case. For any eigenchannel we derive the exact expressions for the probability of the transmission mode choice and the average time of its continuous usage.
-The cross-layer design method proposed in [12] is extended to every particular eigenchannel of MIMO-MB systems with arbitrary system dimensions. It will be shown that target the PER at the physical layer that provide maximum tolerable packet loss rate does not guarantee the maximal spectral efficiency. Also, it will be shown that additional retransmissions do not necessary increase the ASE when the target PER is chosen to preserve maximum tolerable packet loss rate at the fixed level, as it was incorrectly assumed in [12] . Therefore, the method for joint optimization of the target PER and the number of retransmissions in the SR-ARQ procedure is proposed, under the constraints that the packet loss rate and tolerated delay are limited.
-Finally, we perform the joint optimization of the target PER, the number of retransmissions and the eigenchannel power allocation coefficients in order to maximize ASE of MIMO-MB systems with the imperfect CSI knowledge, under the prescribed packet loss rate level.
Channel and System Model
We consider a single-user MIMO system employing n T antennas for the transmission and n R antennas for the reception. A received vector, denoted by y, is given by [1] 
where H is a (n R × n T ) channel matrix, x represents a (n T ×1) vector of the symbols sent from the transmitting antennas, and a (n R ×1) additive noise vector is denoted by n.
We assume frequency flat fading and that the entries of the channel matrix are mutually independent complex zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian random variables (GRVs). Every entry of the noise vector is zero-mean, normally distributed with variance σ 2 n , and the average SNR is defined as the ratio of the total transmit power (denoted by P) and the noise power per receiving antenna, i.e.γ = P/σ 2 n . The CSI model is adopted from [3, 4] , where the identical CSI is known to the transmitter and the receiver, and imperfect CSI is represented by a channel matrixĤ, which is related to the true channel matrix H as
where Ξ denotes an estimation error matrix. The entries and H are independent complex zero-mean GRVs, with variances σ 2 e , and 1 − σ e 2 , respectively [3, 8] . Using the SVD theorem, the estimated channel matrixĤ can be written in the formĤ =ÛDV H , whereÛ andV are unitary matrices and superscript H denotes the Hermitian transpose operator. Entries of diagonal matrixD are the square roots of the matrix W =ĤĤ H eigenvalues, denoted byλ n , 1 ≤ n ≤ M, where M denotes minimum of n R and n T .
According to [1] , the optimal transmit and receive weight vectors for the nth eigenchannel are determined with the eigenvectors (columns ofV andÛ H ) that correspond to the nth eigenvalue of the matrixŴ, as it is shown in Fig. 1 . The power gain of the nth eigenchannel can be represented 
whereγ eq n denotes the equivalent average SNR in the nth eigenchannel, that includes the effect of the crosseigenchannel interference. In the above equation, α n denotes a normalized power allocation coefficient that determines the portion of the power transmitted through the nth eigenchannel and satisfies M k=1 α n = 1. The modulator for the nth eigenchannel is located prior to the transmit weight vector, as it is shown in Fig. 1 . We adopted the L quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellations with size 2 m , m = 1, 2, . . . L.
Depending on the instantaneous eigenchannel gain and the average SNR in the channel, the transmitter chooses the constellation with the maximal size that satisfies a predefined error constraint. As it was usually considered [12, 13] , when constellation with 2 m points is chosen, the train of R m = m packets is modulated into the frame with N F symbols. Each packet contains overhead, payload, and cyclic redundancy check (CRC) bits to facilitate error detection. At the beginning of every frame, we also add pilot symbols for estimation and N C symbols that carry out information about the chosen modulation format.
Although the instantaneous packet error rate can be calculated from the above equation, as it was shown in [12] , for the typical values of PER it can be accurately represented as [12, Eq. 5] ... 
where γ n is a instantaneous SNR at the nth eigenchannel output. Parameters a m , b m and γ pm are mode-dependent, and are obtained by fitting the above expression to the exact PER. The values presented in Tab. 1 are obtained for N F = 1080 and they are taken from [12] . When we use the adaptive modulation, at the beginning of every transmission frame we choose a modulation format that enables the highest spectral efficiency and also satisfies the target packet error rate (at the physical layer) that corresponds to the nth eigenchannel, denoted by PER
trg . In particular, we choose the constellation that results in the instantaneous SNR above the corresponding threshold defined as
and if Γ (n)
1 , the payload transmission is blocked, but the overhead symbols are transmitted.
At the data link layer, the receiver performs CRC check and sends positive or negative acknowledgment (ACK/NACK) for every packet through the feedback channel to the transmitter (that performs retransmission if it is necessary). As in [12] , we also considered the truncated selective repeating ARQ procedures with the maximal number of retransmissions N ret . However, we did not apply standard method for obtaining the target PER from the predefined probability of packet loss rate, proposed in [12] . As we will show in the next section, our optimization method results in higher ASE and the reduced maximum delay, especially for higher values of the average SNR.
We list all the assumptions we have used:
AS1) The fading is frequency flat and slow, remains nearly constant during one frame, but varies from a frame to a frame. The fading channel coefficients that correspond to the retransmitted copies of a packet are described using independent random variables. These conditions are satisfied when a frame duration is smaller than the channel coherence time and the round trip delay (RTD) is much larger than the channel coherence time.
AS2)
Error detection based on the CRC is perfect and overhead bits in each packet are not included in the throughput calculation, because they introduce negligible redundancy relative to the payload [12] [13] [14] .
Furthermore, we assume that the power allocation coefficients do not vary in time, but their values depend on the average SNR. It can be noticed that this approach is not optimal since the optimal power allocation is proposed in [4] and represents the extension of temporal water-filling method to the adaptive modulation systems. In the variablerate variable-power approach it is assumed that power allocation is adapted to the current eigenvalues realization, with the constraint that the average transmitted power is constant. This method requires the fast power adaptation and, therefore, has large implementation complexity. Furthermore, during the deep fades the required peak power values (obtained as a result of the adaptation process) can be very high. In contrary, we want to determine the optimal power allocation coefficients for a given average SNR with the constant instantaneous power transmitted from antennas. This approach includes the important special cases -when α i = 1 and α n = 0 for n > 1, we have beamforming system [7] [8] [9] , and when α n = α 2 . . . = α M = 1/M the power allocation is uniform, i.e., it is the variable rate mode analyzed in [3, 4] .
Performance Analysis
The exact PDF expression for the nth largest eigenvalue of the M × M Wishart matrix is given in [19] , for the case of Rayleigh propagation environment
where the summation in above expression is defined as
...
and α and µ denote complete sets of permutations of vector (1,2,. . . , M), while Z ma x denotes the total number of terms in the multiple sum on the right hand side of the above identity.
The corresponding coefficients are defined as
= s, and α s , µ s denotes the sth symbol in the observed permutation.
The PDF of the instantaneous SNR at the output of the nth eigenchannel are then obtained by using expression (3) and relations [20, Eqs. (6.5.2), (6.5.13)]
and the probability of choosing the mth transmission mode is derived as
Furthermore, we derive the average PER for the mth mode and the nth eigenchannel by using the approach from [12] , substitution b m = C 
For the special case of M = N = 1 and the perfect CSI we obtain Z ma x = 1 withγ eq n =γ, A
1 = 1, b m = 1/γ + g m and Eqs. (10) and (11) respectively reduce to [12, Eqs. (7)] and [12, Eqs. (8)].
Following the procedure from [12] , we derive the expressions for the actually obtained average PER in the nth eigenchannel (that is always less than the target value PER (n) trg and the packet loss rate after N r et retransmissions
and the overall ASE after N r et retransmissions is obtained as a summation of ASEs in the separate eigenchannels
The average time during which a particular constellation is continuously used is given by [19, Eq. (34) ]
where
denotes the level crossing rate (LCR) for the instantaneous SNR in the nth eigenchannel and level Γ (n) m . Combining the above identity with the LCR expression previously obtained in [11, Eq. 12], we derive the average time during which a particular constellation is continuously used in the nth eigenchannel of the MIMO-MB system as
that can be easily expressed in a closed-form expression by using (9) and (10).
The Optimization Procedure

Optimization of the PER
In the previous section we have derived the expressions for the ASE, the packet loss rate and the average time during which a particular constellation is continuously used. It can be noticed that the corresponding numerical results for every particular eigenchannel can be obtained only if we know the average SNR, variance of the CSI imperfection, the maximal number of retransmissions, the portion of the power allocated to the eigenchannel and SNR thresholds that correspond to the particular constellations, respectively denoted byγ, σ 2 e , N r et , α n and Γ
As it has been shown in (5), the SNR thresholds depend on the value of PER (n) trg , that has to be chosen at the physical layer to ensure a QoS constraint. On the other hand, the parameter N ret needs to be bound in the data link layer to ensure a delay constraint. In this section, we consider the case when only the nth eigenchannel is active (α n =1) and we show that it is possible to determine the optimal combination of PER (n) trg, opt and N ret that results in the highest attainable spectral efficiency and reduced delay when compared to the existing methods, for the fixed value of the target packet loss rate.
In standard method, that was previously used in [12] [13] [14] [15] , the target PER was calculated as
where p loss,trg denotes the predetermined target packet loss rate.
As it was already noticed in [12] , this criterion have important drawback. Due to the discrete size of constellations, relation p (n) < PER (n) trg,std always holds, and the actual values for packet loss rate (calculated by expression (13)) are usually lower than p loss,trg . In fact, the target PER could take greater values then it is determined by expression (17) and the actual packet loss rate still remains below the target value for the packet loss rate.
Furthermore, it does not mean that the target packet error rate that ensures packet error loss rate to be equal to p loss, trg produces the maximal spectral efficiency. We show that, if the maximum of a function η
trg ) is located in a region where p loss < p loss, trg , the spectral efficiency can be increased additionally using the joint optimization of the target packet error rate and N ret , for the fixed average SNR. If we assume that PER (n) trg is fixed, the actual packet error rate at the physical layer is determined by (12) . In such a case, it is obvious from expression (14) that the ASE actually can not be further enlarged by increasing the maximum number of retransmissions, i.e. for any fixed value of PER trg , the average spectral efficiency decreases when N ret increases.
If we determine PER (n), N ret_1 trg, opt that maximizes spectral efficiency for fixed N ret_1 , even a higher value for ASE can be achieved for N ret_2 < N ret_1 for the unchanged target packet error rate. We can also notice that the optimal value of target PER that maximizes the average spectral efficiency for N ret_2 retransmissions has different value, denoted as PER (n), N ret_2 trg, opt , and therefore
In addition, the QoS constraint remains satisfied only if the packet loss rate that corresponds to PER (n), N ret,2 trg, opt is below the predefined target value. If this condition is satisfied for reduced number of transmissions, the spectral efficiency can be further increased if the appropriate target packet error rate is chosen for this case. This effect is somewhat surprising and it is in contrast with the conclusions of the paper [12] , that the spectral efficiency is always increased for the higher number of retransmissions. Ostensible increase, described in [12] , is the result of non optimal selection of the target PER. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this effect has not been noticed before. Therefore, we anticipate that the best results will be obtained if we choose the minimum value for N ret and the corresponding optimal value PER (n),N ret trg, opt that maximizes the ASE in the nth eigenchannel under a constraint p loss ≤ p loss, trg .
Joint Optimization Procedure
In the previous section we have provided the basic elements for an evaluation procedure of the target PER that maximizes the average spectral efficiency in the nth eigenchannel of MIMO-MB system. For the fixed number of retransmissions N ret , if the corresponding ASE curve has a maximum in region where p (n) loss ≤ p loss, trg , we can use the following criterion
and otherwise the optimal PER is the one that satisfies p (n) loss = p loss, trg . The derivation of the spectral efficiency function can be done analytically, using Leibniz's rule and the PER (n),N ret trg, opt can be found accurately applying the augmented Lagrange multiplier method [22] .
However, for the case when more than one eigenchannel is active we can find the optimal PER (n), N ret trg, opt and the power allocation coefficient for every particular eigenchannel. In such a case, determining the exact values of optimal parameters is not a simple task and more reasonable solution is to use a numerical constraint optimization algorithm. Thus, if M eigenchannels are used for the transmission it is necessary to solve 2M-dimensional optimization problem: M optimal values of eigenchannel power allocation coefficients and M optimal values for the target PERs in the eigenchannels have to be obtained.
If we define a constraint optimization problem as follows
subject to:
we can use the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) optimization algorithm to find a local maximum of the function η(PER (1) trg , . . . , PER (n) trg , α 1 , . . . , α n ). The procedure is repeated for integer values of parameter N ret < N ret, max and a set of optimization parameters that produces the maximal ASE is chosen. A brief description of the SQP method that we used to obtain the numerical results is presented in Appendix.
Numerical Results
In this section, we present numerical results for the average spectral efficiency when the proposed optimization procedure is applied and it is compared with the results obtained by using the standard cross-layer method. We consider the case of N F = 1080 information symbols and the frame duration is typically T F = 2 ms [12] . We assume typical carrier frequency f 0 = 2.4 GHz, pedestrian speed, and the coherence time T coh = 38 ms. As round trip delay is typically greater than τ = 100 ms, it is obvious that the assumption AS1 (defined in Sec. 2) is reasonable. As the tolerated delay is typically 300 − 400 ms [12] , we assumed the maximal number of retransmissions N ret ≤ N ret, max = 3.
The numerical results obtained by the analytical approach are validated by using Monte Carlo simulations. Sequences of L = 10 7 fading samples are generated for every channel coefficient using the modified Jakes simulator [23] . We estimated L successive realizations of the matrixĤ and applied the SVD algorithm to obtain the sequence of the ordered eigenvalues. As we assumed that the sampling interval is equal to the frame duration, we obtained the instantaneous SNRs for L successive frames in every particular eigenchannel by using (3). For every transmitted frame, the optimum constellation size is determined, the noise is added and the demodulation is performed [24] . The erroneous packets are retransmitted with the round trip delay equal to the duration of τ/T F = 50 frames and the ASE is estimated by dividing the total number of transmitted information bits with the total number of signalization intervals.
As an example for the optimization of the target PER and N ret , we consider the beamforming system (n = 1, α 1 = 1) with N = M = 2 andγ = 15 dB. For the target packet error rate in the range [0.01, 1], the ASE and the p loss values obtained from (9)- (14) are presented in Figs. 2 and 3 . We can observe from Fig. 2 that the value of ASE for the case with N ret = 1 is higher than in the case N ret = 3 for any PER (1) trg , as explained in Sec. 4. The target packet error rate obtained from (17) results in the packet loss rate lower than the desired value (p loss, trg = 0.01), but it is not optimal. To reach the maximal ASE for the case of N ret = 3, PER (1) , N ret =3 trg, opt < PER (1) , N ret =3 trg, std has to be chosen. The spectral efficiency can be further increased if the maximal number of retransmissions is reduced to N ret = 1, and PER (1) , N ret =1 trg, opt has to be recalculated for this case. As the actual packet loss rate is lower than the target value p loss,trg even when the number of retransmissions is reduced, solution with N ret = 1 and optimized value for PER (1) trg that satisfies QoS conditions, results in the higher ASE and therefore outperforms the standard solution with N ret = 3 retransmissions.
Optimized beamforming system is compared with the case where the target PER was chosen according to [12] and the corresponding spectral efficiencies are presented in Fig. 4 . The improvements achieved by the proposed optimization method are noticeable in the whole SNR range for all analyzed system dimensions. The figure also illustrates that, in this particular case, the spectral efficiency for the higher SNR is larger for the case without retransmissions (N ret = 0) than for the case with N ret = 3, even when it is calculated using the standard approach proposed in [12] . Therefore, as we jointly optimize the target PER and N ret , we anticipate that the optimal values for N ret have to be smaller for the high SNR region. The optimal N ret for different SNR ranges and two values of the desired packet loss rate are determined and given in Tab. 2. For a case of the SISO system and lower values of p loss, trg , the large maximum number of retransmissions is optimal for the wide SNR range that verifies the practical conclusions of [12] and also corresponds to the results presented in [12, Fig. 8 ], where it is concluded that the larger N ret is more appropriate when target p loss, trg has lower value. However, even for rigorous QoS requirements, we noticed that the ASE can be further maximized in the high average SNR region if we optimize PE R trg and reduce N ret . When diversity order (M × N) increases, the smaller number of retransmissions results in the greater ASE even for moderate values of the average SNR. Maximal number of retransmissions can be reduced without negative impacts to QoS requirements and therefore the proposed optimization procedure results in a reduced maximal delay in the packet delivery comparing to the standard cross-layer procedure [12] .
The average spectral efficiency for the case of MIMO-MB with three antennas at the transmitter and the receiver and optimal power allocation is presented in Fig. 5 . The results are compared to the system with only one active eigenchannel (α 1 = 1) and to the system with the uniform power allocation, both with optimized values of the target PERs and the number of retransmissions. For very small SNR values, it is optimal to transfer data only through the strongest eigenchannel. However, for larger SNR values, the system with the uniform power allocation outperforms the beamforming system. As expected, the optimal power allocation additionally increases the ASE. The optimal power allocation coefficients are given in Fig. 6 , and it confirms that beamforming is optimal for SNR < 8 dB, and equal power Tab. 2. Optimal SNR ranges (given in dB) for 0-3 retransmissions, various system dimensions and packet loss rates.
allocation in two stronger eigenchannels is nearly optimal for 7 dB < SNR < 19 dB. The uniform power allocation (variable rate mode from [4] ) is nearly optimal only in the narrow region 19 dB < SNR < 25 dB. The fluctuations are the consequence of the fact that the constellations with the integer values of m are used, and the transitions happen when a modulation format is changed. The limited number of constellations results in the saturation in two stronger eigenchannels for SNR > 25 dB. Therefore, for very high SNR values, it is optimal to assign a large portion of the available power to the eigenchannel with the power gain determined by the smallest eigenvalue. Numerical results for the probabilities of particular modes and the average time that a constellation is continuously used are calculated by using (10) and (16) and presented in Fig. 7 . For typical values of maximal Doppler frequency and the frame duration ( f m = 11 Hz, T F = 2 ms), every particular constellation is continuously used during the transmission of the several transmission frames. For the case of system with N = M = 3 and the uniform power allocation, in the strongest eigenchannel 16-QAM is chosen in approximately 62% of the transmitted frames and this constellation is continuously used during 25 successive frames. In the second eigenchannel, QPSK modulation is chosen in 65% of the transmitted frames and it continuously used during 20 successive frames on average. However, for the same case, the SNR in the third (weakest) eigenchannel is below the threshold for the successive transmission in about 80% time instants, and the third eigenchannel remains in outage state during 35 transmission frames in average. On the other hand, if we only apply optimal power allocation method described in this paper, transmission through the weakest eigenchannel is suspended till the moment when it enables reliable transmissions and power is reallocated to active eigenchannels. Therefore, there is no need to continuously send frames without payload in third eigenchannel and the optimal power allocation results in energy efficient transmission. Furthermore, the throughput in active eigenchannels is increased, the transmission modes with the higher spectral efficiency are chosen more frequently and more frames are continuously sent using the same modulation format. Therefore, the switching rate between the transmission modes in every particular eigenchannel is also reduced.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient cross-layer design, which combines the adaptive modulation with the truncated automatic repeat procedures in an arbitrary eigenchannel of MIMO system with multichannel beamforming. It has been shown that the proposed modification of the standard cross-layer design results in higher spectral efficiency and reduced delay, especially in high SNR regions. Although our modified design outperforms the standard method even for radio systems with one transmit and one receive antennas, we have further extended it to the eigenchannels of the MIMO-MB system. The corresponding expressions for the average spectral efficiency and the packet loss rate are derived in the closed form, for arbitrary diversity order. Also, we have derived the closed-form expression for the average time during which arbitrary particular constellation is continuously used.
The numerical optimization algorithm is applied to obtain the eigenchannel power allocation that additionally increases the spectral efficiency for the target packet error loss rate. It has been shown that the beamforming transmission is optimal for lower SNR values, and with the further increase of the SNR, power is reallocated to weaker eigenchannels. It has been shown that the average time during when one constellation is continuously used also depends on the power allocation. When an eigenchannel can not enable reliable transmission, it is turned off and the power is reallocated to the active eigenchannels. Using the optimal power allocation, the weakest eigenchannel is turned on only if the corresponding transmission satisfies QoS requirements. As a consequence, the overall average spectral efficiency and energy efficiency are increased, the maximal delay is reduced and the constellation switching rate in active eigenchannels is less frequent.
Finally, although the numerical optimization algorithm is not simple, it can be noticed that the proposed algorithm represents low-complex solution. The optimal power allocation coefficients, the optimal target packet error rate and the number of retransmissions depends on the average signal-tonoise ratio (link adaptation), not on the instantaneous SNR (as in the fast link adaptation). Therefore, the optimal parameters can be calculated for a typical range of average SNR values, with appropriate resolution, and stored in the look-up table. When the average SNR is detected, the optimum values of N ret , the target PERs and the channel allocations coefficients for every particular eigenchannel are extracted from the table and the system performance can be determined by using the derived closed-form expressions (9)-(16). trg , α 1 , ...α M , the goal is to find a solution x * that satisfies all KKT conditions [22] using Newton's iterative method:
where x k represents a solution produced by the previous iteration, d k is a search direction and is the value of adaptive step size. The iteration process is terminated when it is satisfied x k+1 − x k ≤ ε, where ε represents predefined accuracy.
The principal idea of finding d k is the formulation of a Quadratic Programming subproblem based on a quadratic approximation of the Lagrangian function at x k . Thus, the subproblem can be defined as
where H k represents a positive definite approximation of the Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian function at x k , ∇ is the differential operator and T denotes the matrix transposition operator. The matrix H k is updated in every iteration.
We used an active set method to solve the Quadratic Programming subproblem. It is also iterative algorithm with a prime task to find a set of active constrains (constrains associated with nonnegative Lagrange multipliers). For a initially assumed active set W 0 and starting point d 0 , in the nth iteration algorithm finds p n that minimizes f (p = d − d n ) over the active set W n . Then, a new value of potential solution d n+1 is calculated according to
where β n = min 1, min But, if exists at least one λ i < 0, i ∈ W n ∩ I, then the constraint j, which corresponds to the smallest value of the Lagrange multiplier is removed from the active set (W n+1 = W n \ { j}) and optimization continues. If p n 0 the solution is not yet found and the value of β n determines the next step. If β n < 1, the algorithm selects constraints that achieve the minimum in (A.5) and they are declared as the blocking constraints. Then, the new working set W n+1 is constructed by adding one of the blocking constraints to W k . If β n = 1 there are no new active constraints, the active set remains the same (W n+1 = W n ) and the algorithm starts a new iteration. The value of adaptive step size α k is evaluated in every iteration k of the global quasi-Newton's method as a solution of one-dimensional line search of the merit function.
